Archived Pages

How to deprecate a page

1. Go to the page you want to archive, and under the "Tools" menu (upper right) select the "Move" option
2. In the field for "New Parent Page", type in "Archived Pages" (this should be an auto-complete)
3. click the "Move" button
4. OPTIONAL - Edit the "Archived Pages" page (https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/hydra/Archived+Pages), listing the newly archived page, plus some info, like when it was archived and why
5. Update the archived page to include the deprecation header. To get the deprecation header, just open an already-deprecated page, and cut and paste.

These pages have deprecated content.

- **DEPRECATED - Old landing page**
  from November 2010 through May 2012, this was the Hydra wiki landing page’s contents
  - Hydra is
  - The Hydra philosophy

- **Hydra content models and disseminators**
  Deprecated end August 2010. See instead ‘Samvera objects, content models (cModels) and disseminators’

- **Technology in more detail**
  Deprecated March 2011. See instead Technical Framework and its Parts

- **Hydra Real-Time Roadmap**

- **Hydra roadmap and community engagement**
  A “What is Hydra” outline produced on the fly at LibDevConX held at Stanford in March 2010.

- **Getting Connected**
  Superseded by the Samvera Connect Meetings page in May 2012.

- **Outline timetable**
  Tracks the early development progress of the Hydra Project. Now only of historical interest.

- **News**
  Now superseded by the News/Blog content of the projecthydra.org website

- **Release Manager Responsibilities** Outdated procedures

- **Software Versions Installation Registry** Outdated and impossible to keep up to date

- **Community Content Modelling**
  Never really got traction as a page

- **Hylandora Discussion at RIRI 2011**

- **Ways to Contribute Code** - superseded by https://github.com/projecthydra/hydra/blob/master/CONTRIBUTING.md

- **Recommended Code Practices**

- **Code Comment Guidelines** - covered by CONTRIBUTING.md

- **Hydramata Project**
  A 2013-14 effort to build a common IR head. Much work extracted and put into Curate, Worthwhile, Curation Concerns.

- **MOU with DuraSpace - 2015**
  Superseded by 2016/17 version

- **Hydra financial bylaws**

- **Strategic Planning for Hydra**
  Superseded by later documents

- **Strategic Planning for Hydra 2014/2015**
  Superseded by later documents

- **Gems and documentation**
  No longer maintained

- **Samvera Steering Group Bylaws - October 2014**
  Superseded

- **Hypatia for Archives**
  2011 project for using Hydra technology for born-digital archival material.

**Related Technologies**

- **Stanford Digital Library Workflow (Workdo)**

- **Yggdrasil** (Royal Library), module that bridges between Valhal repository and bit repository for long term preservation